[CT appearance and its diagnosis value in liver cancer after transcatheter oily chemoembolization combining with high intensity focused ultrasound therapy].
To study the CT appearances of liver cancer after transcatheter oily chemoembolization (TOCE) combining with high intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) therapy. Fifty cases of clinically-proved liver cancer were included into this study. For each case, CT scanning before and after TOCE, HIFU treatment was performed. The volumes of the masses were measured. The appearances of the oily deposition and the density, shape, border of the lesions were observed. The lesions became smaller in 38 cases (38/50, 76%) after the treatment. The differences were detected statistically in the ratio of the tumor shrinkage between the single TOCE therapy and the combined treatment (P<0.05). The ratio of the tumor shrinkage was closely correlative with the quantity of the oily deposition, but not with the diameter of the tumor before treatment. The lowered densities were showed in 30 cases (30/50, 60%) and the borders became regular and clear in 16 cases after HIFU therapy. TOCE combining with HIFU therapy in the patients with liver cancer can make the tumor smaller. CT is of great value in the evaluation of efficacy and prognosis.